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Abstract. Solutions for ultra-low frequency (ULF) wave
fields in the frequency range 1–100 mHz that interact with
the Earth’s ionosphere in the presence of oblique background
magnetic fields are described. Analytic expressions for the
electric and magnetic wave fields in the magnetosphere,
ionosphere and atmosphere are derived within the context
of an inductive ionosphere. The inductive shielding effect
(ISE) arises from the generation of an “inductive” rotational
current by the induced part of the divergent electric field in
the ionosphere which reduces the wave amplitude detected
on the ground. The inductive response of the ionosphere
is described by Faraday’s law and the ISE depends on the
horizontal scale size of the ULF disturbance, its frequency
and the ionosphere conductivities. The ISE for ULF waves
in a vertical background magnetic field is limited in appli-
cation to high latitudes. In this paper we examine the ISE
within the context of oblique background magnetic fields,
extending studies of an inductive ionosphere and the asso-
ciated shielding of ULF waves to lower latitudes. It is found
that the dip angle of the background magnetic field has a sig-
nificant effect on signals detected at the ground. For incident
shear Alfv́en mode waves and oblique background magnetic
fields, the horizontal component of the field-aligned current
contributes to the signal detected at the ground. At low lat-
itudes, the ISE is larger at smaller conductivity values com-
pared with high latitudes.

Key words. Ionosphere (ionosphere-magnetosphere inter-
actions; electric fields and currents; wave propagation)

1 Introduction

Ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves in the 1–100 mHz band are
generated by processes involving the interaction of the solar
wind with the Earth’s magnetosphere. These ULF perturba-
tions propagate towards the ionosphere where they are par-
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tially reflected and may be detected using ground-based mag-
netometers. The cold magnetospheric plasma supports the
fast and shear Alfv́en magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) wave
modes (e.g. Stix, 1962; Alfv́en and Falthammar, 1963). The
interaction of ULF waves with the ionosphere creates cur-
rent systems that modify the amplitude and spatial scale size
of the waves as deduced from ground-based magnetometer
arrays (Nishida, 1964; Hughes and Southwood, 1976). In or-
der to construct a coherent view of ULF signals measured by
ground-based magnetometers, radars and satellites, the effect
of the ionosphere and associated current systems needs to be
understood.

The ionosphere presents a conducting interface between
the magnetosphere and atmosphere. While the altitude of
the ionosphere is much smaller than typical ULF wave-
lengths, the anisotropic conductivity of the ionosphere and
currents generated by the waves give complicated ground
level wave field solutions (Hughes, 1974; Hughes and South-
wood, 1976; Ellis and Southwood, 1983; Yoshikawa and
Itonaga, 1996; 2000). One well-known effect of the iono-
sphere on ULF wave properties is a 90◦ rotation of the wave
magnetic field,b, when comparing the signal in the mag-
netosphere with the signal at the ground. For a horizon-
tally uniform ionosphere, the 90◦ rotation is a direct result
of the field-aligned current associated with a shear Alfvén
mode wave meeting the neutral atmosphere, where∇×b=0
(Hughes, 1983). This was described as a “shielding” of the
magnetospheric wave field component from the ground that
may be seen as a rotation of the wave polarisation azimuth
with altitude.

An inductive shielding effect (ISE) was discussed by
Yoshikawa and Itonaga (1996) for the case where the Earth’s
background magnetic field, (B0), is vertical. The ISE may
be understood in terms of the properties of the wave elec-
tric field, e. If ∇×e is significant, then Faraday’s inductive
term may cause a reduction in the amplitude of the wave
seen on the ground, compared with that in the magneto-
sphere (Yoshikawa and Itonaga, 1996; 2000). Early studies
of the interaction of ULF waves with the ionosphere were
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formulated for low frequency (1–5 mHz) ULF waves and
for spatial scale sizes that resulted in a negligible ISE (e.g.
Nishida, 1964). At middle to low latitudes, the shear Alfvén
wave mode can form field line resonances (e.g. Miletits et
al., 1990; Waters et al., 1991; Ziesolleck et al., 1993), so that
the resonant frequency increases into the Pc3 (20–100 mHz)
range with decreasing latitude. A formulation which includes
inductive effects and allows for obliqueB0 is necessary for
describing the interaction of ULF waves with the ionsophere
at these latitudes.

The interaction of ULF waves with the ionosphere in the
presence of an obliqueB0 was discussed by Tamao (1986),
who pointed out two approaches to the problem. In the high
latitude ionosphere, particularly around the auroral zones,
field-aligned currents (FACs) may be associated with Alfvén
waves and particle precipitation. For regions where the domi-
nant energy mechanism is via the particles, a FAC description
is appropriate. For mid to low latitudes a formulation based
on the wave fields is more suitable. For verticalB0 and uni-
form ionosphere, Tamao (1964) showed that the ground mag-
netic variations were only due to induced ionosphere Hall
currents. For obliqueB0, Tamao (1986) showed the ground
magnetic signal depends on both the Pedersen and Hall con-
ductivities plus a direct contribution from FACs, depending
on the spatial scale size of the disturbance. However, the ISE
was not discussed and the model did not include a boundary
at the ground.

The majority of published analytic solutions that describe
the interaction of ULF waves with the ionosphere have as-
sumed thatB0 is either horizontal (Zhang and Cole, 1995) or
vertical (Nishida, 1964; Hughes, 1974; Hughes and South-
wood, 1976). The problem may be further simplified by as-
suming∇×e→0, where Scholer (1970) showed that the re-
flection coefficient for a shear Alfv́en mode wave incident on
the ionosphere is given by

0static
11 =

6a − 6P

6a + 6P

=
1 − αP

1 + αP

, (1)

where6a=
1

µ0Va
is the Alfvén wave conductance,6P is the

height integrated Pedersen conductivity andαP =
6P

6a
. While

Tamao (1986) and Allan and Poulter (1992) discussed the
passage of a fast mode wave through the ionosphere, most
studies have focused on the shear Alfvén mode, since typical
model parameters for high latitudes give rise to an evanescent
fast mode. At lower latitudes, the fast mode may no longer
be evanescent (e.g. Waters et al., 2001) and the full reflection
coefficient and mode conversion matrix, including an oblique
B0, needs to be considered (Sciffer and Waters, 2002).

The ionosphere/atmosphere system influences ULF waves
so that wave amplitudes in the magnetosphere are not nec-
essarily equal to the amplitudes measured at the ground.
“Shielding of the wave” is a common expression that
describes the reduction of the ULF wave amplitude.
However, there are a number of mechanisms that can
“shield” ULF waves within the context of the magneto-
sphere/ionosphere/atmosphere/ground system. These are

(i) the atmospheric shielding effect (ASE) (Hughes, 1974;
Nishida, 1964, 1978), (ii) the inductive shielding effect (ISE)
(Yoshikawa and Itonaga, 1996), and (iii) a 90◦ rotation of the
wave fields (NDR) (Hughes, 1974, 1983; Hughes and South-
wood, 1976). Hughes (1974) and Nishida (1978) showed
that for high latitudes (verticalB0), a horizontally uniform
anisotropic ionosphere alters the amplitude of ULF waves at
the ground compared to the incident field from the magneto-
sphere according to

δb⊥ = 2
6H

6P

exp(−|k⊥|d)δbi
A, (2)

whereδbi
A is the incident magnetic field of the shear Alfvén

wave which is associated with a FAC,d is the height between
the ground and the ionospheric current sheet,k⊥ is the hor-
izontal wave number, and6H is the height integrated Hall
conductivity. The analytic formulation in Eq. (2) was devel-
oped assuming small frequencies and horizontal scale sizes
(large|k⊥|) and small Hall conductivity. These assumptions
imply 6P �6H , which reduces the effect of the rotational
current system in the ionosphere (Yoshikawa and Itonaga,
1996). This essentially assumes an electrostatic ionosphere
(Miura et al., 1982).

Both the ASE and NDR effects are evident in Eq. (2). For
evanescent wave solutions in the vertical direction in the at-
mosphere, (i.e.|k⊥|�|

ω
c
|), the exp(−|k⊥|d) term in Eq. (2)

describes how localised wave fields decrease in amplitude
with altitude in the neutral atmosphere to the ground. The
NDR effect for an incident shear Alfvén wave was discussed
and illustrated by Hughes (1974, 1983). For completeness
and for further reference, a brief description is repeated here.
Assume a verticalB0 and an incident shear Alfvén mode
which has the wave magnetic field,b, in the y direction.
This places bothk⊥ and the incident wave electric field,e,
in thex direction (see Fig. 1 for the coordinate system used).
In the magnetosphere,(∇×b)‖=µ0j‖, while for the atmo-
sphere,∇×b=0. Therefore,b is either zero or in the direc-
tion of k⊥ in the atmosphere. Even if the fast mode is evanes-
cent in the magnetosphere, some fast mode signal can appear
in the topside ionosphere due to finite Hall conductivity and
the resulting wave mode conversion. The 90◦ rotation in the
wave polarisation azimuth may require tens or more kilo-
meters, depending on the evanescent properties of the fast
mode wave. This feature is discussed further in Sect. 4. For
a thin sheet ionosphere, the change in wave polarisation az-
imuth from just above the ionosphere to the atmosphere is
controlled by the ratio of poloidal (divergent) to toroidal (ro-
tational) current systems in the ionosphere (Yoshikawa and
Itonaga, 1996). It is this term which governs the proportion
of toroidal current generated from the time varying poloidal
current system. These Hall currents are the source of the

magnetic field,δb(static)
⊥

, measured at the ground. They gen-
erate perturbation magnetic fields in a direction perpendicu-
lar to the incident Alfv́en wave magnetic field. If6H →0,
then there will be no perturbation at the ground, since there
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is no conversion of toroidal to poloidal magnetic field in the
ionosphere.

The ISE for a verticalB0 was discussed by Yoshikawa and
Itonaga (1996, 2000) and Yoshikawa et al. (2002). These au-
thors developed an expression for the ground magnetic field
as

δb⊥ = 2
6H

6a + 6P

exp(−|k⊥|d)×

(
bi
A(t) −

∫ 0

t

exp(−γ τ)
∂

∂τ
bi
A(t − τ)dτ

)
. (3)

For αP =
6P

6a
�1, the first term on the right-hand side of

Eq. (3) is equivalent to Eq. (2). The second term of Eq. (3)
represents the inductive response in the ionosphere, whereγ

represents the damping of the inductive response of the rota-
tional current system. The time scale,γ −1, becomes an indi-
cator of the inductive effect, which is large for smallk⊥, large
αP =

6P

6a
and largeαH =

6H

6P
. Yoshikawa et al. (2002) showed

that for a verticalB0, the inductive response of the iono-
sphere shielded the ground magnetic wave fields for frequen-
cies∼ 20–100 mHz and a highly conducting ionosphere.

In this paper we develop analytic solutions for the interac-
tion of ULF waves with an inductive ionosphere suitable for
mid to low latitudes, whereB0 is oblique and the frequen-
cies may reach 100 mHz. For these conditions, the full wave
reflection and mode conversion matrix, developed in Sciffer
and Waters (2002), is included. The restriction that the wave
in the atmosphere is evanescent in the vertical direction is
retained. These general solutions for ULF wave interaction
with the ionosphere show that the magnetic field dip angle
has a significant effect on the inductive shielding effect for a
highly conducting ionosphere. The consequences for the am-
plitude of ULF waves observed by ground magnetometers at
middle and low latitudes are also discussed.

2 ULF wave model

Analytic solutions for the reflection and wave mode conver-
sion coefficients for ULF waves interacting with the iono-
sphere/atmosphere/ground system for obliqueB0 are de-
scribed in Sciffer and Waters (2002). For continuity, the
main equations from that paper are summarised and we then
show how the wave electric and magnetic fields can be calcu-
lated, given details of the incident wave, such as amplitude,
spatial structure, wave mode mix and polarisation properties.
These expressions will be used to investigate the ISE for mid-
dle to low latitudes, where the ionosphere is immersed in an
obliqueB0.

The ionosphere is approximated as a thin, anisotropic con-
ducting sheet in the XY plane atz=0, as shown in Fig. 1.
The electrical properties of the ionosphere are described by
height integrated Pedersen (6P ), Hall (6H ) and parallel or
direct (6d ) conductivities. The magnetosphere is described
by ideal MHD, where the field-aligned electric field is zero.
In the atmosphere the current density,jatm

=0, while the

Fig. 1. Geometry of the magnetosphere, ionosphere and atmosphere
used for the ULF wave propagation model.

ground is located atz=−d and modeled as a perfect con-
ductor. Two MHD wave modes exist in the cold plasma
of the magnetosphere. The fast (or compressional) mode is
isotropic in nature and the shear Alfvén (or torsional) mode
has energy that propagates along the background magnetic
field (Priest, 1982; Cross, 1988). The wave in the neutral at-
mosphere is described by the solution to the linearized Fara-
day and Ampere laws and is evanescent in the vertical direc-
tion. Given that analytic solutions are known for the wave
fields in both the magnetosphere and atmosphere, the prob-
lem is to match these solutions across the ionospheric current
sheet using appropriate boundary conditions.

The formulation is based on the boundary condition for
the wave magnetic field,b. The discontinuity in the magnetic
field across the ionospheric current sheet is described by

(0, 0, 1) ×
(
1bx, 1by, 0

)
= µ0

(
jx, jy, 0

)
, (4)

where (jx, jy, 0) is the current density in the sheet iono-
sphere and1bx and1by represent the discontinuity in the
wave magnetic fields.

The background magnetic field,B0, is confined to the XZ
plane so that

B0 = B0 [cos(I ), 0, sin(I )] . (5)

The range and orientation of the dip angle,I , are choosen
so that 0◦ < I ≤ 90◦ for the Southern Hemisphere and
−90◦

≤I<0◦ for the Northern Hemisphere. The current den-
sity and electric fields in the ionosphere are related to the
height integrated conductivity tensor,6̄ in the usual way as

j I
= 6̄eI . (6)
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The first order perturbation electric fields arising from
ULF wave energy in the ionosphere areeI

x, e
I
y andeI

z . As-

suming a temporal dependence ofe−jωt, Faraday’s law is

jωb = ∇ × e. (7)

The contribution fromjωb to the solution depends on the
frequency of the waves. For Pc5 (1–5 mHz) waves the effect
is quite small and can be neglected. However, for higher
frequencies (20–100 mHz) often observed at middle and low
latitudesjωb can be significant.

For ideal MHD conditions, electric fields are perpendic-
ular to B0 (i.e. e‖=0). Assuming anej (kxx+kyy) horizontal
wave structure, the two cold plasma ideal MHD wave modes
may be identified by the relationship between their electric
fields and wave numbers. The fast (or compressional) mode
has

∇ · e = 0 (∇ × e)‖ 6= 0. (8)

From the fast mode dispersion relation, the vertical wave
number is

kz,f = ±

√
ω2

V 2
a

− k2
x − k2

y, (9)

whereVa is the Alfvén speed. From Eqs. (8) and (9), the
electric field for the fast mode is proportional to a vector

P f =
[
Px,f , Py,f , Pz,f

]
, (10)

where Px,f =−ky sin(I ), Py,f =kx sin(I )−kz,f cos(I ) and
Pz,f =ky cos(I ).

In particular, the electric field for the fast mode is ex-

pressed in terms of theP f unit vector,
∧

P f as

ef = β
[
Px,f , Py,f , Pz,f

]
/|Pf | = β

∧

Pf , (11)

whereβ is a complex constant to be determined later.
For the shear Alfv́en mode,

∇ · e 6= 0 (∇ × e)‖ = 0. (12)

From the dispersion relation, considering an obliqueB0,
the vertical wave number is

kz,a =
±

ω
Va

− kx cos(I )

sin(I )
. (13)

From Eqs. (12) and (13) the electric field associated with
the shear Alfv́en mode is

ea = α
[
Px,a, Py,a, Pz,a

]
/|P f | = α

∧

Pa, (14)

where α is a complex constant,
Px,a=[kx sin(I )−kz,a cos(I )] sin(I ), Py,a=ky and
Pz,a=−[kx sin(I )−kz,a cos(I )] cos(I ). The total elec-
tric field in the magnetosphere is a superposition of the
incident and reflected waves. From Eqs. (11) and (14) the
total electric field components are

 em
x (0)

em
y (0)

em
z (0)

 = αr
∧

P r
a +αi

∧

P i
a +βr

∧

P r
f +β i

∧

P i
f , (15)

wherea denotes the shear Alfvén mode,f identifies the fast
mode, andi and r represent incident and reflected waves,

respectively. Therefore,
∧

P d
m (for d=i or r andm=a or f )

is the unit vector in the direction of the electric field of the
appropriate MHD wave mode. Theα andβ are amplitude
factors from Eqs. (11) and (14). This superposition of the
magnetospheric electric field allows for the wave fields and
their derivatives to be expressed in terms of the composition
of MHD wave modes present in the magnetosphere. The po-

larization of each wave mode is contained in the
∧

P d
m.

In the atmosphere, the vertical wave number is

katm
z =

√
ω2

c2
− k2

x − k2
y . (16)

A boundary condition at the ionosphere/atmosphere in-
terface, (z = 0), specifies continuity of the horizon-
tal electric fields. If the ground is a perfect conductor,
then ex(−d)=ey(−d)=0. The solution in the atmosphere,
(−d≤z<0), is given by

eatm
x = em

x (0)
sinh[jkatm

z (z + d)]

sinh[jkatm
z (d)]

ej (kxx+kyy) (17)

eatm
y = em

y (0)
sinh[jkatm

z (z + d)]

sinh[jkatm
z (d)]

ej (kxx+kyy) (18)

eatm
z =

(
−kxe

m
x (0) − kye

m
y (0)

katm
z

)
cosh[jkatm

z (z + d)]

sinh[jkatm
z (d)]

ej (kxx+kyy), (19)

assuming thatk2
x+k2

y>
ω2

c2 . Substituting Eq. (17) to Eq. (19)
and Eq. (15) into Eq. (4) using Eq. (7) gives

2r

[
αr

βr

]
= 2i

[
αi

β i

]
, (20)

where2i and2r are 2 by 2 matrices of the form

2 =

[
a b

c d

]
(21)

for

a = S11
∧

P x,a +S12
∧

P y,a −

∧

P z,a kx

ω
+

∧

P x,a kz,a

ω
+

kxξz,a

ω
coth(−|katm

z |d) −
katm
z

∧

P x,a

ω
coth(−|katm

z |d) (22)
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b = S11
∧

P x,f +S12
∧

P y,f −

∧

P z,f kx

ω
+

∧

P x,f kz,f

ω
+

kxξz,f

ω
coth(−|katm

z |d) −
katm
z

∧

P x,f

ω
coth(−|katm

z |d) (23)

c = S21
∧

P x,a +S22
∧

P y,a −

∧

P z,a ky

ω
+

∧

P y,a kz,a

ω
+

kyξz,a

ω
coth(−|katm

z |d) −
katm
z

∧

P y,a

ω
coth(−|katm

z |d) (24)

d = S21
∧

P x,f +S22
∧

P y,f −

∧

P z,f ky

ω
+

∧

P y,f kz,f

ω
+

kyξz,f

ω
coth(−|katm

z |d) −
katm
z

∧

P y,f

ω
coth(−|katm

z |d), (25)

where ξz,a=−(kx

∧

P x,a +ky

∧

P y,a)/katm
z and

ξz,f =−(kx

∧

P x,f +ky

∧

P y,f )/katm
z . The 2i and 2r ma-

trices depend on whether the wave is incident or reflected
from the ionosphere. Vertical wave numbers for the fast and
shear Alfv́en modes and the vertical wave number in the
atmosphere arekz,f , kz,a and katm

z , respectively. TheSi,j

represent terms involving the height integrated conductivities
of the ionosphere that are required for the wave magnetic
field boundary condition at the ionosphere for an oblique
B0. Further details are given in the context of Eqs. (12) and
(13) of Sciffer and Waters (2002). Note that the expressions
for the Si,j in Sciffer and Waters (2002, their Eqs. 41–44)
contain some typographic errors. All the plus signs should
be minus signs and the appropriate sign correction applied
to their Eqs. (12) and (13). Furthermore, the expressions
for a, b, c and d should contain the hyperbolic cotangent
function, as given above, while the equivalent expressions in
Waters and Sciffer (2002) incorrectly contain the hyperbolic
tangent function. These corrections do not affect the results
presented in the figures of Sciffer and Waters (2002).

From Eq. (20), the amplitudes of the reflected MHD
modes are[

αr

βr

]
=
(
2r
)−1

2i

[
αi

β i

]
=

[
011 012
021 022

] [
αi

β i

]
. (26)

In terms of Eqs. (22)–(25),[
011 012
021 022

]
=

1

ardr − brcr

[
aidr

− cibr bidr
− d ibr

−aicr
+ ciar

−bicr
+ d iar

]
,(27)

where the subscriptsr and i identify the reflected and inci-
dent forms ofa, b, c andd.

The 2 by 2, reflection and mode conversion coeffi-
cient matrix (RCM), defined by Eq. (27), contains the ele-
ments0ij , which describe the reflection and mode conver-
sion properties of ULF waves for the combined magneto-
sphere/ionosphere/atmosphere/ground system. The elements

of the RCM are defined by Eqs. (22)–(25) and Eq. (26). The
contribution of the incident shear Alfvén mode in the re-
flected shear Alfv́en mode is determined by011, the contri-
bution of the incident fast mode in the reflected shear Alfvén
mode is determined by012, and so on. They all depend on
dip angle, the three ionospheric conductivities, ULF distur-
bance wave numbers, wave frequency and the height of the
ionospheric current sheet above the ground. Experimental
quantities are the electric and/or magnetic field perturbations
which must be constructed using both Eq. (15) and Eq. (26).
The explicit expressions are developed below. Note that the
elements,0ij are complex and contain phasing information
for the incident and reflected waves.

3 Electric and magnetic fields in the magnetosphere and
atmosphere

For a givenαi andβ i , αr andβr may be calculated for a spe-
cific set of wave parameters and ionosphere conditions from
Eq. (26). For sinusoidal temporal dependence, the electric
fields as a function of altitude in the magnetosphere are

em
x (z) = αr

∧r

Px,a ej (kr
z,a)z

+ αi
∧i

Px,a ej (ki
z,a)z

+ βr
∧r

Px,f e
j (kr

z,f )z
+ βi

∧i

Px,f e
j (ki

z,f )z (28)

em
y (z) = αr

∧r

Py,a ej (kr
z,a)z

+ αi
∧i

Py,a ej (ki
z,a)z

+ βr
∧r

Py,f e
j (kr

z,f )z
+ βi

∧i

Py,f e
j (ki

z,f )z (29)

em
z (z) = αr

∧r

Pz,a ej (kr
z,a)z

+ αi
∧i

Pz,a ej (ki
z,a)z

+ βr
∧r

Pz,f e
j (kr

z,f )z
+ β i

∧i

Pz,f e
j (ki

z,f )z (30)

The kz now havei and r identifiers which relate to the
± sign choice in Eq. (9) and Eq. (13). For the fast mode,
take the plus sign in Eq. (9) forkr

z,f and the minus sign for

ki
z,f . Thekz for the shear Alfv́en mode also depends on the

direction ofB0. For the Northern Hemisphere, take the plus
sign in Eq. (13) forki

z,a and the minus sign forkr
z,a . These

are reversed for the Southern Hemisphere.
The electric fields in the atmosphere, as a function of

height, are

eatm
x (z) = em

x (0)
sinh[jkatm

z (z + d)]

sinh[jkatm
z (d)]

(31)

eatm
y (z) = em

y (0)
sinh[jkatm

z (z + d)]

sinh[jkatm
z (d)]

(32)

eatm
z (z) =

(
−kxe

m
x (0) − kye

m
y (0)

katm
z

)
cosh[jkatm

z (z + d)]

sinh[jkatm
z (d)]

. (33)
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Fig. 2. ULF wave fields for verticalB0, kx=0, ky=1/d, d=100 km,Va=1×106 ms−1, f=20 mHz,αP =10 andαH =20. The wave fields are X
(solid), Y (dotted) and Z (dashed). The azimuth panel shows the NDR.

The magnetic field components in each region may be cal-
culated using Eqs. (28) to (33) in Eq. (7). For the magneto-
sphere (z>0)

bm
x (z) =

ky

ω
em
z (z) −

kr
z,a

ω
em,r
y,a (z)−

ki
z,a

ω
em,i
y,a (z) −

kr
z,f

ω
e
m,r
y,f (z) −

ki
z,f

ω
e
m,i
y,f (z) (34)

bm
y (z) = −

kx

ω
em
z (z) +

kr
z,a

ω
em,r
x,a (z)+

ki
z,a

ω
em,i
x,a (z) +

kr
z,f

ω
e
m,r
x,f (z) +

ki
z,f

ω
e
m,i
x,f (z) (35)
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bm
z (z) = +

kx

ω
em
y (z) −

kr
y,a

ω
em
x (z). (36)

In the atmopshere (−d ≤ z < 0), the magnetic fields are

batm
x (z) =

1

ω
[kye

atm
z (0)−

katm
z eatm

y (0)]
cosh[jkatm

z (z + d)]

sinh[jkatm
z (d)]

(37)

batm
y (z) =

1

ω
[−kxe

atm
z (0)+

katm
z eatm

x (0)]
cosh[jkatm

z (z + d)]

sinh[jkatm
z (d)]

(38)

batm
z (z) = bm

z (0)
sinh[jkatm

z (z + d)]

sinh[jkatm
z (d)]

(39)

4 Vertical background magnetic field

In order to introduce the expressions for the electric and mag-
netic wave fields, we begin with a verticalB0 and illustrate
the NDR effect described by Hughes (1974). Given an inci-
dent shear Alfvén wave withkx=0 andky=1/d, the solutions
for the electric and magnetic wave fields are shown in Fig. 2.
The incident wave consists ofey andbx . Interaction with the
ionosphere/atmosphere results in wave reflection and the re-
sulting ionosphere current system gives rise to a fast mode
wave. The evanescent reflected fast mode is seen in theex ,
by andbz components. Therefore, sinceβi

=0 for this case,
only 011 and021 in the RCM are relevant and as we shall
see,021 influences the amplitude of the signal seen at the
ground. Above 500 km, the magnetic signal is thebx com-
ponent, while at the ground,by is the larger component. The
90◦ rotation in wave polarisation azimuth develops over a
range of altitudes. This altitude range depends on the ver-
tical wave number of the fast mode. All these features are
consistent with the NDR effect described by Hughes (1974).

We now consider the ISE as described by Yoshikawa and
Itonaga (1996, 2000) and Yoshikawa et al. (2002), who for-
mulated their solutions for a verticalB0. When I=±90◦,
Eqs. (22)–(25) simplify to

a = 6P + 6a (40)

b = ∓6H (41)

c = ±6H (42)

d = 6P + 6f − 6atmcoth(−|katm
z |d). (43)

For a vertical B0 the 0ij are constant for a given
k⊥. We have chosenkx=0 and set ky=1/d, where
d=100 km, the ionosphere height. These parameters are
similar to those found in Yoshikawa et al. (2002), where
6P and 6H are the height integrated Pedersen and Hall

conductivities, 6a=
1

µ0Va
and 6f =(

√
ω2

Va
2 −k2

⊥
)/µ0ω are

the shear Alfv́en and fast mode wave conductances, and

6atm=(

√
ω2

c2 −k2
⊥
)/µ0ω is the wave conductance in the atmo-

sphere. The expression involving our wave mode conversion
matrix in Eqs. (26) and (27) can be shown to be equivalent to
Eq. (9) in Yoshikawa and Itonaga (1996). Rewriting Eq. (26)
in a form that combines our formulation with Yoshikawa and
Itonaga (1996) gives[

αr

βr

]
=

[
011 (1 + 022)0FA

(1 + 011)0AF 022

] [
αi

βi

]
, (44)

where

011 =
6a − 6eff

a

6a + 6eff
a

(45)

022 =
6f + 6eff

f

6f − 6eff
f

(46)

6eff
a = 6P

(
1 −

6H

6P

0AF

)
(47)

6eff
f = 6P

[
1 −

6H

6P

0FA +
6atm

6P

coth(−|katm
z |d)

]
(48)

0FA =

(
6H

6P + 6a

)
(49)

0AF =

[
6H

(6f − 6P + 6atmcoth(−|katm
z |d)

]
. (50)

This is for the case where the fast mode is evanescent in the
vertical direction. The reflection and mode conversion coef-
ficients for a propagating fast mode were discussed by Sciffer
and Waters (2002).

Yoshikawa and Itonaga (1996, 2000) formulated the prob-
lem of the interaction of ULF waves with the ionosphere in
terms of the rotation (or curl) and divergence of the ULF
wave electric fields. They used(∇×e)‖ to represent the fast
mode and∇·e to represent the shear Alfvén mode in the
magnetosphere. One useful property of the electric fields of
these two ideal MHD wave modes, for a verticalB0, is their
orthogonality, i.e.ealfvén·efast=0 (Cross, 1988). Therefore,
once the horizontal wave structure (kx andky) is specified
and sincee‖=ez=0 in the ideal MHD medium, the electric
field vectors for the two wave modes are immediately known.
These are theP a andP f in our formulation introduced in
Eqs. (11) and (14). These vectors are the fundamental link
between our model and that of Yoshikawa and Itonaga (1996,
2000) for a verticalB0. A formulation based on the diver-
gence and curl of the electric fields is useful in describing
high latitude regions, whereB0 is near vertical and the for-
mulation emphasises field-aligned currents. For obliqueB0,
the expressions for the elements of the RCM are more com-
plicated, and the divergence and curl terms are interlinked for
a given wave mode.

The ISE for various ULF wave frequencies was illustrated
in Fig. 1 of Yoshikawa et al. (2002). Their particular interest
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Fig. 3. The normalised, horizontal ULF magnetic field at the ground for verticalB0, Va=1×106 ms−1, kx=0, ky=1/d and d=100 km.(a)
variation withαP (dotted) andαH (solid) for the parameters in Yoshikawa et al. (2002).(b) Variation withαP for αH =2. (c) Variation with
αH for 6P =10 S.

was to show the variation of the reduction in ULF wave am-
plitude at the ground as a function of the Pedersen and Hall
conductivities. From the parameters given in Yoshikawa et
al. (2002), the ground level magnetic field magnitude as a
function ofαP andαH for our model can be found from the
equations in Sects. 2 and 3. For an incident shear Alfvén
mode wave we setβi=0. With I=90◦, kx=0, ky=1/d and

αi=1, we find that
∧i

Px,f =
∧r

Px,f =1 and
∧i

Py,a =
∧r

Py,a =1

are the only nonzero terms from Eqs. (11) and (14). From
Eqs. (37) to (39) we obtainbx(z=−d)=bz(z=−d)=0 and

by(z=−d) =
jky

ω
[(1 + 011) 0AF ]

2µ0VA

e−1 − e
, (51)

which shows the dependence of the ground magnetic field on
011 and0AF . Figure 3a shows how Eq. (51) varies with both
αP and αH for wave frequencies of 1, 2, 20 and 40 mHz.
The amplitude has been normalised by the incident wave
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Fig. 4. The normalised, horizontal ULF magnetic field at the ground for aB0 dip angle of 60◦, Va=1×106 ms−1, kx=0, ky=1/d and

d=100 km.(a) Variation withαP for αH =2. (b) Variation withαH for 6P =10 S. The * symbols show the6H
6p+6a

curve.

magnetic field magnitude just above the ionospheric current
sheet. Following Yoshikawa et al. (2002),|k⊥|d=1, αH =2
for variations withαP (dotted curves) andαP =20 for varia-
tions withαH (solid curves). The ISE is small for small0AF

which makes Eq. (45) equal to Eq. (1) as0eff
A ≈6P . There-

fore, the electrostatic limit may be achieved by reducing6H ,
increasingk⊥ and/or reducingω which increases both6f

and6atm. For a verticalB0, our0AF is related to the induc-
tive process of Yoshikawa and Itonaga (2000) by

0AF =
∇ × eI

⊥

∇ • eI
⊥

(52)

which is small in the electrostatic limit. Figure 3a shows
that the ISE is more pronounced for variations withαH .
However, sinceαP =20 for this case and6a≈0.8, even at
αH =10 the values for6H are much larger than would be
typically observed. A comparison that is more representative
of middle to low latitudes is shown in Figs. 3b and 3c. The

dashed lines show the values for the electrostatic approxi-
mation in Eq. (2). For example, for Fig. 3b,6H /6P =2 so
2αH e−1

=1.47 and the low frequencies approach the electro-
static limit for increasingαP . In Figs. 3b and 3c, the 6H

6P +6a

term in Eq. (3) follows close to the 1 and 2 mHz curves. The
decrease in amplitude for the higher frequencies is due to the
ISE. All features of Fig. 3 are consistent with Yoshikawa et
al. (2002).

5 Oblique background magnetic field

The formulation in Yoshikawa and Itonaga (1996, 2000) is
based on the divergence and curl of the electric fields in the
ionosphere which are matched to the divergent and rotational
terms in the magnetosphere through the continuity of hori-
zontal electric fields. The two ULF wave modes in the mag-
netosphere have orthogonal electric fields and can, therefore,
be viewed as an orthogonal basis. For example, computing
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Fig. 5. The normalised, orizontal ULF magnetic field at the ground as a function of dip angle for f=20 mHz,Va=1×106 ms−1, kx=0,ky=1/d
and d=100 km.(a) Variation withαP for αH =2. (b) Variation withαH for 6P =10 S.

∇·e anywhere in the model magnetosphere, ionosphere or
atmosphere gives the complex wave amplitude of the shear
Alfv én mode part of the solution and(∇×e)‖ gives the am-
plitude of the fast mode part of the solution. These are the
two parts of the solution used by Hughes (1974).

For obliqueB0, the vertical component of the wave elec-
tric field is no longer zero. In the magnetosphere, the wave
electric field lies in a plane perpendicular toB0 and is no
longer parallel to the ionospheric current sheet. The relation-

ship betweenk ande is contained in the expressions forP a

andP f which describe the direction of the wave electric field
vectors for each wave mode, given the horizontal wave struc-
ture,kx andky . In general,P a•P f 6=0 for I 6=±90◦ as thex-
andz-components of the shear Alfvén wave electric field and
the y component of the fast mode electric field depend on the
vertical wave numbers,kz,a andkz,f . In general, the angle
between the projections of the fast and shear Alfvén mode
electric fields onto the ionospheric current sheet (XY plane)
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is not 90◦. It is the projection ofP a andP f onto the XY
plane which is used in our electric field continuity boundary
conditon rather than the rotation (or curl) and divergence of
the electric fields.

The discontinuity inez across the ionospheric current
sheet is related to a net charge density. An obliqueB0 gives a
nonzero, vertical component of the electric field in the iono-
sphere current sheet. This is contained in theSij terms in
Eqs. (22) to (25). For the thin current sheet approxima-
tion, the constraint in the ionosphere is on the current density
wherebyJ I

z =0. The formulation in Yoshikawa and Itonaga
(1996, 2000) does not need to considereI

z 6=0. These differ-
ences add complexitites from cross-coupled and additional
terms in the equations, as can be appreciated by comparing
Eqs. (41)–(43) for a verticalB0 compared with Eqs. (22)–
(25) for the obliqueB0 case.

The mathematical development in Sects. 2 and 3 allows for
the investigation of the interaction of ULF waves with an ide-
alised magnetosphere/ionosphere/ground system for oblique
B0 in a 1-D geometry. There are many parameters that can be
varied, and their interdependence was discussed to some ex-
tent in Sciffer and Waters (2002). In this paper, we focus on
the ISE, extending the work of Yoshikawa and Itonaga (1996,
2000) for middle to low latitudes. Keeping the parameters in
Fig. 3 (kx=0, ky=1/d, d=1×105 m andVa=1×106 ms−1),
the ground level, normalised horizontal magnetic wave field
magnitude (b⊥G) as a function of conductivity is shown in
Fig. 4 for a dip angle of 60◦. The values forb⊥G are com-
puted as the magnitude of the horizontal wave magnetic field
at the ground divided by the magnitude of the incident wave
magnetic field just above the ionospheric current sheet. Com-
paring Fig. 4 with Fig. 3 shows that the variation ofb⊥G with
αP for a dip angle of 60◦ is similar to the verticalB0 case.
The maximum inb⊥G, seen for 20, 40 and 80 mHz, moves
to smaller values ofαP and becomes more pronounced as
the dip angle decreases (lower latitudes). The variation of
b⊥G with αH shows more dramatic differences when com-
pared with the verticalB0 case. An obliqueB0 introduces a
nonzerob⊥G for zero Hall conductivity. This effect shows
that an oblique FAC can be detected at the ground due to the
horizontal FAC component, even in the electrostatic limit as
discussed by Tamao (1986). For the higher frequencies (20,
40 and 80 mHz), an obliqueB0 reduces the maximum ofb⊥G

and shifts the maximum to smaller values ofαH .

The effects of theB0 dip angle on the normalised magni-
tude ofb⊥G at 20 mHz are shown in Fig. 5. Vertical slices
at 90◦ and 60◦ correspond with Figs. 3 and 4 for 20 mHz.
Figure 5a shows the variation ofb⊥G with αP , where the
maximum inb⊥G moves to smaller values ofαP as the dip
angle decreases. As the frequency increases,b⊥G decreases
and the higher latitude peak inb⊥G is pushed to smaller val-
ues ofαP . For example, for 40 mHz, the peak inb⊥G at 70◦

is for αP ≈ 7. The variation ofb⊥G with αH is shown in
Fig. 5b. As the dip angle decreases,b⊥G depends less on
αH until at some latitude (which depends on the parameters
chosen),b⊥G becomes independent ofαH .

6 Discussion

The ionosphere represents an inner boundary for ULF waves
in the Earth’s magnetosphere. A first approximation for treat-
ing ULF wave interactions with the ionosphere is to set the
wave electric fields to zero and ignore wave mode conver-
sion. Effects of the ionosphere-ground system on ULF wave
properties might be considered negligible, considering the
wavelengths of typical ULF disturbances compared with the
ionosphere’s thickness and height. However, previous stud-
ies show that ULF wave properties deduced from ground-
based measurements must allow for modifications introduced
by the ionosphere, even for the simpler case whenB0 is ver-
tical and the ionosphere is horizontally uniform. The expres-
sions developed in Sects. 2 and 3 show that the interaction
of ULF waves with the ionosphere is nontrivial and depends
on theB0 dip angle. While there are a number of modifica-
tions to ULF wave properties introduced by the ionosphere,
the effects due to the inductive response to time varying cur-
rents have recently been explored by Yoshikawa and Itonaga
(1996, 2000). In the following discussion, we focus on this
inductive aspect of the system in the context of obliqueB0.

The variation in the magnitude of ULF magnetic pertur-
bations at ground level as a function of conductivity and
dip angle are evident in Figs. 4 and 5. An appreciation of
the physical processes causing these effects may be gained
by examining the ionospheric current density, the source of
these magnetic fields. The essential difference between an
electrostatic compared with an inductive ionosphere is seen
by comparing the divergence and curl of the ionospheric cur-
rent density,J I , for the two cases (Yoshikawa and Itonaga,
2000). For a horizontally uniform electrostatic ionosphere
with verticalB0

∇ · J I
= 6P ∇ · eI (53)

(∇ × J I )‖ = 6H ∇ · eI . (54)

In this electrostatic approximation, Eq. (54) is the source
of the magnetic field perturbation detected on the ground.
For the inductive ionosphere, Yoshikawa and Itonaga (2000)
added the inductive terms to give

∇ · J I
= 6P ∇ · eI

− 6H (∇ × eI )‖ (55)

(∇ × J I )‖ = 6H ∇ · eI
+ 6P (∇ × eI )‖. (56)

The divergence of the current density involves both a di-
vergence and curl of the electric field, as does the curl of
the current density. The two additional “inductive” currents,
6H (∇×eI )‖ and6P (∇×eI )‖, were identified as the diver-
gent Hall current and the rotational Pedersen current, respec-
tively.

For obliqueB0, the divergence and curl of the current den-
sity in the ionosphere (Jz=0) can be found from Eq. (6) and
the electric field boundary conditions and are given by

∇ · J I
= S1∇ · eI

− S2(∇ × eI )z + S3
∂ey

∂y
, (57)
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Fig. 6. The magnitude of the ionospheric current densities for the electrostatic approximation whereVa=1×106 ms−1, kx=0, ky=1/d and
d=100 km and f=2 mHz. The variation withαP hasαH =2 and the variation withαH has6P =10 S. The dip angle ofB0 is 90◦ (solid), 60◦

(dotted) and 30◦ (dashed) lines.

which is equivalent to

∇ · J I
= S4∇ · eI

− S2(∇ × eI )z − S3
∂ex

∂x
(58)

and the curl equations for obliqueB0 are

(∇ × J I )z = S2∇ · eI
+ S1(∇ × eI )z − S3

∂ey

∂x
, (59)

which is equivalent to

(∇ × J I )z = S2∇ · eI
+ S4(∇ × eI )z − S3

∂ex

∂y
, (60)

where the various coefficients are

S1 =
6P 6d

6dsin2I + 6P cos2I
(61)

S2 =
6H 6dsinI

6dsin2I + 6P cos2I
(62)

S3 =
cos2I (6P

2
+ 6H

2
− 6P 6d)

6dsin2I + 6P cos2I
(63)

S4 = S3 + S1. (64)

These equations are similar to Eqs. (55) and (56), except
for one extra term in each of Eqs. (57)–(60) that involves the

divergence in Eqs. (57) and (58) and the curl in Eqs. (59) and
(60). TheS3 multiplier goes to zero for verticalB0, indi-
cating that the extra terms in Eqs. (57)–(60) arise from the
conductivity given by6d in the XZ plane. If eitherkx or ky

is zero, then the divergence and curl of J can be expressed
so that this extra term is zero. The contribution of the in-
ductive terms in the ionosphere can now be compared with
the electrostatic approximation for obliqueB0. Following
Yoshikawa and Itonaga (2000), forkx=0 we define the fol-
lowing parts of the current density,

JP
div = S4∇ • eI (65)

JH
curl = S2∇ · eI (66)

JH
div = S2(∇ × eI )z (67)

JP
curl = S1(∇ × eI )z, (68)

where Eqs. (67) and (68) are small in the electrostatic ap-
proximation.

The variations ofJP
div and JH

curl with αP and αH are
shown in Fig. 6 for dip angles of 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦ (verti-
cal). The electrostatic limit has been approximated by using
a low frequency of 2 mHz. The 90◦ curves forJH

curl have
a similar shape to the low frequencyb⊥G variations withαP
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Fig. 7. The magnitude of the ionospheric current densities for the inductive effect whereVa=1×106 ms−1, kx=0, ky=1/d for d=100 km and
f=40 mHz. The variation withαP hasαH =2 and the variation withαH has6P =10 S. The dip angle ofB0 is 90◦ (solid), 60◦ (dotted) and
30◦ (dashed) lines.
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andαH shown in Figs. 3b and 3c. This is to be expected as
the ionosphere Hall current is the source ofb⊥ G in this case.
As B0 goes oblique, part ofJP

div contributes to the ground
field. This is the reason for the nonzerob⊥G whenαH is
zero in Fig. 4b.

The magnitude of the inductive terms becomes larger as
the frequency is increased. The magnitudes ofJP

div, JH
curl,

JH
div andJP

curl with αP andαH are shown in Fig. 7 for dip
angles of 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦ (vertical) and for 40 mHz. The
solid curves (for 90◦) are the same as the ionospheric cur-
rents shown in Figs. 11 and 12 of Yoshikawa and Itonaga
(2000) but we can now see the effects of obliqueB0. The
top four panels of Fig. 7 show the magnitude of the iono-
spheric currents described by the first terms of Eqs. (58) and
(59), while the bottom four panels show the magnitudes of
the inductive terms.

Consider the top four panels of Fig. 7. The inductive effect
feeds back to provide a decrease in magnitude with increas-
ing conductivity, as seen in Yoshikawa and Itonaga (2000).
This tends to increase at lower latitudes, where theB0 dip
angle is smaller. Three of the 4 top panels that exhibit max-
ima all show a shift of the maximum in the divergence and
curl of the current to smaller values ofαP andαH for lower
latitudes. This effect contributes to the increase in the ULF
magnetic field detected on the ground for smaller values of
αP and at lower latitudes, as shown in Fig. 5a.

The lower four panels of Fig. 7 show the magnitude of
the inductive terms of Eqs. (58) and (59) with conductivity.
The inductive effect for verticalB0 is smaller compared with
the 60◦ dip angle curves. The importance of the ISE at low
latitudes is also seen where the inductive terms for the 30◦

dip angle are larger forJP
curl and dominate for the smaller

values ofαP and αH . The lower latitudes (at 30◦) show
a “saturation” as the inductive terms remain constant with
αP for αP ≥10. From the International Reference Ionosphere
model (IRI-95), an estimate of the maximum conductivities
expected for mid and low latitudes was obtained. For mid-
summer at 50◦ geomagnetic latitude at local noon, the height
integrated Pedersen and Hall conductivities reached≈20 S
with the largest value forαH ≈1.3. With more typical val-
ues of6P =10 S used in Fig. 7, we might expect to see evi-
dence of the ISE at low latitudes, even forαH ≈1. The ISE
also depends on the spatial scale size,kx andky . While az-
imuthal wave numbers for ULF waves have been estimated
using ground-based magnetometer arrays, these do not nec-
essarily translate to similar spatial structure in the ionosphere
(Hughes and Southwood, 1976; Ponomarenko et al., 2001).
Determining the actual spatial structure of ULF waves inci-
dent on the ionosphere is a part of current research. Recent
developments in extracting ULF wave signatures from the
Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) (Pono-
marenko et al., 2003) promises to reveal the necessary spatial
information and allow for comparisons with ground magne-
tometer signals. This may provide an experimental check on
the ISE, if the parameters allow a significant ISE at latitudes
where the radars reveal ULF signals.

7 Conclusion

Analytic expressions for ULF wave fields through the iono-
sphere/atmosphere within the context of obliqueB0 have
been developed. There are many parameters that contribute
to the complex interaction of ULF waves with the iono-
sphere/atmosphere/ground system. In this paper, we have fo-
cussed on the ISE as a function of theB0 dip angle and iono-
sphere conductivity. In general, as the dip angle decreases
(lower latitudes), the maxima inb⊥G moves to smaller val-
ues of the ionosphere conductivity. This arises from the com-
bined effects of the ISE and the direct contribution, shown in
Fig. 4, where the horizontal component of the FAC associ-
ated with an incident shear Alfvén wave directly contributes
to the ground fields. The physical processes that determine
the magnetic ground signal may be understood from the be-
havior of the ionospheric currents. Taking the divergence and
curl of J I shows the relative contribution to the ground sig-
nal from the conductivity tensor and the ionospheric electric
fields.

The variation of the height integrated conductivity tensor
with B0 is well known for a horizontally uniform ionosphere.
This approximation is adequate for middle to low latitudes.
At auroral latitudes, horizontal gradients in the conductivity
would need to be included in Eq. (6), a refinement for fu-
ture work. Solutions for the ULF magnetic and electric wave
fields for an obliqueB0 have been described and involve
the full reflection and conversion coefficient matrix devel-
oped in Sciffer and Waters (2002). The model accomodates
any polarisation and mix of the shear Alfvén and fast mode
MHD waves. While wave mode conversion occurs due to
induced currents in the ionosphere, the model assumes that
the incident wave structure of coupled modes in the mag-
netosphere is known. The equations developed in this pa-
per should be useful for coupled magnetosphere/ionosphere
ULF wave modeling codes that require realistic ionosphere
boundary conditions, including the effects of an obliqueB0.
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